All Parts

Sun Woman - you light the day
Sun Woman - you show the way
You are a Dream-time creature
with a torch of burning bark
Sun Woman - you drive away the dark

Sun Woman - you light the day
Sun Woman - you show the way
You are a Dream-time creature
with a torch of burning bark
Sun Woman - you drive away the dark

Basses

Moon man, Moon man,
Moon man, Moon man,
Moon man, Moon man

Sops / Altos

Moon Man - you shine at night
Moon Man - you are so white

All Parts

You are a Dream-time creature
with a torch of burning bark
Moon Man - you travel through the dark

Sops / Altos

Moon Man - you shine at night
Moon Man - you are so white
You are a Dream-time creature
with a torch of burning bark
Moon Man - you travel through the dark

Basses

Moon man, Moon man, Moon man, Moon man
are a Dream-time creature
with a torch of burning bark
Moon Man - you travel through the dark

Sun Woman, Moon Man,
Sun Woman, Moon Man